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What's New In The Analysis Reconstruction Sound Engine?

The Analysis &
Reconstruction Sound
Engine lets you
analyze a sound file
into a spectrogram.
You will also be able
to synthetize this
spectrogram, or any
other user-created
image, back into a
sound. You can
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process a.WAV sound
file with this program
in order to obtain
a.BMP image file.
Once you've edited
this image, you can
process it in order to
obtain a.WAV sound
that sounds more or
less like the original
sound, depending on
how you edited it and
depending on the
settings you chose.
The Analysis &
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Reconstruction Sound
Engine Features:
Synthesize a
Spectrogram: You can
choose a Spectrogram
image that you've
already created or you
can create a new
image using any
Windows picture
editing software. You
can also create a
Spectrogram image for
any sound that you
import, from a.WAV
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sound file, or from a
media player like
Windows Media
Player or QuickTime.
You will be able to
edit the Spectrogram
you've created, using a
digital paint program
like Photoshop, or an
image editor that
supports layers like
CorelDraw. You can
click any part of your
spectrogram image,
and it will transfer this
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part of the
spectrogram into the
sound file. You can
then alter this part of
the sound file, using
the controls that are on
the program. After
you've done this, you
can click the
Synthesize button, and
your Spectrogram will
become a part of
a.WAV sound file.
Import.WAV Sound
Files: You can import
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any.WAV sound file.
You can import a
sound file of any
length that you'd like.
You will be able to
analyze this sound file,
into a Spectrogram,
and you will be able to
synthetize the image
back out as a.WAV
sound file. The.WAV
sound file that you
obtain using this
program will be of the
same length as the
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sound file that you
imported. The sound
file that you process
using this program will
be of the same length
as the sound file that
you processed. The
Synthesize Button:
You can choose to
analyze a.WAV sound
file, or you can
analyze any sound that
you import. You can
choose to process a
sound that you import
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or a sound that you
analyze. You can
synthesize a
Spectrogram or any
other image you've
edited. The options
that you choose, will
determine which part
of the sound file will
be used in the
synthesis. The
“automatically
generate frequency”
option will cause a
waveform to be
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created that covers the
length of the sound
file you are analyzing.
The waveform will be
in the frequency range
that you chose. You
can choose the
frequency range that
you want for the
waveform that you
generate
automatically.
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System Requirements For The Analysis Reconstruction Sound
Engine:

Minimum: OS:
Windows 7, Windows
8 Processor: Intel Core
i5-3570, AMD
Phenom II X4 860
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 11
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Hard Drive: 200 MB
available space
Additional Notes: A
smooth 60 FPS
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framerate is
recommended.
Recommended:
Processor: Intel Core
i5-3570, AMD
Phenom II X4 880
Memory: 16 GB RAM
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